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2018-001 Service Information Letter 

  

To: All current CAN-MD® User’s 

Date: 31 January 2018 

Re:  Features and bug fixes for CAN-MD® software and hardware for the following 

revision release 

A. Tablet software v2.00b build 285  
B. Accelerometer CAN firmware v111, DSP firmware v08 
C. Logger software v0.4.330 

Comments: General synopsis of major feature additions and bug improvements 
 

 New Features  
1. Display of tablet stored data 
2. Exporting of tablet stored data as a text file 
3. Manually commanding “All” sensors to acquire a specific acquisition simultaneously via the 

tablet interface. 
4. Live View of bus activity 
5. Live View of Sensor Error Reports 
6. Added new option to scan “Only Known Sensors” allowing for decreased time to check sensors 

and their configuration status 
7. Added setup feature for sensor Heartbeat 
8. Added live view strip chart plotting of sensor Heartbeat and Tachometer speed 
9. Added Logger Version to the Query/Update Screen 
10. Added setup version/comment entry when making a new or editing an existing setup. 

 Bug fixes/improvements 
1. Sensor update more responsive and less errors reported 
2. Improved CI timestamp logging to use actual time rather than start of acquisition time 
3. Fixed bug that reported logger error after exiting update screen and re-entering update screen 

caused by the TCP Socket thread not being properly attached to the Activity when the Activity is 
started a second time. 

4. Added message for retrieving Network Config Block (Setup) CRC. 
5. Added message for negotiating message protocol version with the logger. 
6. Fixed bug that failed when updating CI status and CI not found in setup that caused files to 

become "orphaned" on the logger. 
7. Improved detection of sensors not in current configuration file when only Scanning Known 

Sensors. 
8. Improved error messages when sensor does not respond to query operations. 
9. Fixed bug updating status that caused imports to fail silently. 
10. Patched problems with plotting routines when they were saving the state of data not yet plotted 

that caused exceptions. 
11. Closes logger file before download list loaded (and excludes new "empty" logger file from list) 
12. Removes the duplication of files in the download list after download is complete 
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Customer 
Action 

Return all sensors, WiFi Data Loggers and Android Tablets back to Dytran Instruments, 
Inc.  Please contact Brian Johnson (CAN-MD™ program manager)  via email 
bjohnson@dytran.com for an RMA# prior to returning any units for upgrade. 
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